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Michigan Law SYLLABUS 
 

PROBLEM-SOLVING INITIATIVE – LAW 741 

BUILDING SOCIAL CAPITAL AMONG INNER-CITY ENTREPRENEURS 
 

Winter Term 2018 

 

Course Specifics 
 

Credits: 3 

 

Timing: Classes held every Wednesday from 3:15-6:30pm from January 17 – April 18, 

2018 (with the exception of Feb. 28 – Winter Recess) 

 

Classroom: Law School South Hall Room 1025 

 

Professors: Dana Thompson, Clinical Professor of Law, founding Director, Michigan Law 

Entrepreneurship Clinic 

 drthomp@umich.edu  

 Office – 3128 South Hall -- office hours Thursdays 3:30-5:00 pm 

 

 Jim Price, Lecturer of Entrepreneurial Studies and Entrepreneur-in-Residence 

 Ross School of Business and Zell Lurie Institute for Entrepreneurial Studies 

 jimprice@umich.edu 

 Office – Ross R3428 – office hours can be scheduled at 

www.zli.umich.edu/schedule-appointment  

 

 NOTE: When emailing professors, please always copy both; in continuing email 

conversations, always respond “reply all.” 
 

 

Course Overview 
 

This course is being offered as part of the Law School’s new initiative to involve students in 

interdisciplinary problem-solving.  Its purpose is to explore how social capital can be effectively 

built and nurtured in the inner-city entrepreneurial ecosystem, with the goal of fostering the 

development of viable small businesses and a healthy startup environment.  Creating a healthy 

and successful entrepreneurial ecosystem in inner-cities is a large and complex social problem.  

We have decided to focus on Detroit’s inner-city entrepreneurial ecosystem to make this large 

and complex problem more manageable.   

 

The graduate students in this course come from a variety of disciplines including law, business, 

public policy, public health, social work, architecture and design.  Working as a group with 

guidance from the professors, students will work on interdisciplinary teams to develop a plan to 

address how the lack of social capital among inner-city entrepreneurs impedes the development 
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of viable small businesses and successful entrepreneurs, and prevents the development of a 

healthy entrepreneurial ecosystem in inner cities.  We will focus on innovative, community-

based solutions to this problem.  Students will work collaboratively across disciplines to 

understand the current situation, explore current best practices, and create a plan to present to a 

hypothetical organization such as a state or local government, a foundation, a non-profit 

organization or a public-private partnership.   

 

Class sessions will focus heavily on interactive discussion, presentations and interviews with 

experts.  Students will be expected to spend significant time outside of class working in teams to 

interview inner city entrepreneurs, entrepreneurial resource organizations, and relevant 

stakeholders to conduct research, draft documents and develop the plan. 

 

The professors have ideas on developing social capital among inner-city entrepreneurs but do not 

have a particular solution you are expected to find to this complex problem.  We will work as 

facilitators to enable you to develop solutions with your teammates after consulting with the 

necessary stakeholders.  
 

 

Course Materials 
 

All materials will either be distributed in class or posted on Canvas throughout the semester.  

The syllabus provides class readings, activities and speakers for the course but is intended to be 

flexible and open-ended, especially during the last part of the semester.  We will add additional 

class readings, activities and speakers based on the solutions you develop and your requests for 

additional information.  

 

Learning Goals 
 

In this course, you will be evaluated on both an individual and group level. This course is 

primarily focused on building skills in the context of problem solving, such as:  

 Collaborating  

 Communicating across disciplines  

 Communicating ideas to key stakeholders  

 Reflecting  

 Tolerating ambiguity  

 Embracing acceptable risk  

 Innovating  

 Developing prototypes and failing fast  

 Integrating strategies, tactics, and goals  

 Articulating your discipline’s contribution to the issue we are working on  

 Defining and understanding the problem  

 Developing professional perspectives  

 

This course requires significant participation and preparation. You will be working with your 

colleagues in the course to create an innovative intervention to address the identified problem. 

Your work will be evaluated by both course faculty, as well as other faculty members at the 
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University, outside professionals within the fields of entrepreneurship and economic and 

community development, other relevant stakeholders, and each other. In any course in which 

group work is an integral component of the course, students may have concerns about workload 

distribution within the group. We are hopeful in light of the real-world applications of our work 

in this course, that “free riders” will not be an issue. However, peer assessment will be part of the 

evaluation of the course. Each student will complete a self and peer assessment form at both the 

midpoint of the semester and at the end. The assessment form may be found on Canvas. 
 

 

Evaluation and Grading Criteria 
 

Students will be assigned to group project teams during the course. Student grades will be 

determined by the quality of team work product, group processes (e.g., ability to meet deadlines, 

ability to communicate effectively), and individual performance. The substantive criteria we will 

use for evaluation fall into five major categories with the weights described below. (Note that 

unanticipated course developments may require some modification in category weighting at the 

end of the term). An additional sixth category is available to recognize exceptional efforts and 

contributions. 
  

1. Team Deliverables and Contribution to Overall Class Plan or Strategy (40%) 
Questions to Consider: Did the team’s work product demonstrate excellent judgment and 

superior research, analysis, critical thinking, and problem solving skills? Did the team 

express its thoughts in an organized manner? Did the team’s written and oral work 

product employ proper grammar, sentence structure, and vocabulary? Did the team’s 

work respond effectively to potential challenges and positions expressed by others? Did 

the team contribute significantly to the success of the overall class plan or strategy? 

  

2. Team Functioning (10%) Questions to Consider: Did the team display cooperation and 

effective communication? Did the team function effectively and utilize the skills and 

knowledge of all team members? Did the team consult with the professors and other 

knowledgeable experts appropriately? Did the team meet established deadlines?  

 

3. Individual Effort and Interaction with Group (20%) Individual Assignment: Explore 

information about social capital for inner city entrepreneurs in your discipline.  Due 

February 14th is a 1-2 page summary of your findings.  Questions to consider: Did you 

attend group meetings regularly and arrive on time? Did you contribute meaningfully to 

group discussions? Were you open to, and respectful of, other points of view? Did you 

complete group assignments on time? Was the work you prepared for the team high 

quality? Did you demonstrate a cooperative and supportive attitude? Did you contribute 

significantly to the success of the project? Note: The answers to these questions will be 

determined, in large part, by peer evaluation.  

 

4. Individual Participation and Professional Relationships/Responsibilities (20%) 

Questions to consider: Did you participate regularly in class discussions? Were you 

prepared to discuss developments in your projects in an effective manner with other 

students? Did you respond courteously and with due consideration to professors, guest 
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speakers, consultants, and classmates? Did you strive for cross-disciplinary cultural 

competence (i.e., an appreciation for the language, norms, perspectives, and practices of 

other disciplines) and understanding of other differences among your classmates? Did 

you display honesty and integrity?  

 

5. Individual Reflective Learning (10%) Questions to consider: Can you effectively 

criticize your own performance? Are you able to identify your strengths and weaknesses 

in the various areas of project work? Did you gain insights about your future role as a 

professional? Did you learn about the value and limitations of professionals in addressing 

societal challenges? Did you do all you could have done to maximize the benefits you 

obtained from the problem solving course experience?  

 

6. Individual Special Recognition Question to consider: Are there any aspects of your 

work in the course that are not otherwise described in the preceding criteria that deserve 

special recognition? 

 

 

 

Class Schedule 
 

Wed. Jan 17 

Readings: 

Collaborative Justice:  How to Collaborate, Center for Effective Public Policy, 

http://www.collaborativejustice.org.htm (2013) (on Canvas) 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/magazine/what-google-learned-from-its-quest-to-build-

the-perfect-team.html?_r=0 

 

Ven Sriram, Tigineh Mersha and Lanny Herron, Drivers of Urban Entrepreneurship:  An 

Integrative Model, 13 International Journal of Entrepreneurial  Behavior & Research, No.4, 235 

(2007) (on Canvas)  

 

Dana Thompson, Nonprofit Organizations in Community Economic Development:  Social 

Capital in Building Healthy Communities:  A Guide to Community Economic Development for 

Advocates, Lawyers and Policymakers, Roger A Clay, Jr. & Susan R. Jones, editors (2009) (on 

Canvas) 

 

5 videos on creative problem solving, Know Innovation 

 

3:15-6:30pm – Introductory Class Session 

 Welcome and introductions 

 Course overview 

 Introductory discussion of social capital and inner city entrepreneurs 

 Creative Problem Solving (facilitated by Andy Burnett, Know Innovation 

http://knowinnovation.com/our-team/andy-burnett/)  

 Team Assignments and Discussion of Team Process 

http://www.collaborativejustice.org.htm/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/magazine/what-google-learned-from-its-quest-to-build-the-perfect-team.html?_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/magazine/what-google-learned-from-its-quest-to-build-the-perfect-team.html?_r=0
http://knowinnovation.com/our-team/andy-burnett/
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 Collaboration and Teamwork and Team Building Exercises (Prof. Dana Thompson) 

 

Wed. Jan 24 

Readings: 

Richard Rothstein, The Color of Law:  A Forgotten History of How our Government Segregated 

America, Preface and Chapter 10: Suppressed Incomes (2017) (on Canvas) 

 

Michael Porter, Inner-City Economic Development:  Learnings from 20 Years of Research and 

Practice, 30(2) Economic Development Quarterly 105 (2016) (on Canvas) 

 

Field Trip:   ProsperUS and Southwest Solutions, Detroit (http://www.swsol.org/) 

 

 

Wed. Jan 31 

Readings: 

Willie Brown, The Forgotten Type of Capital:  Addressing the Social Capital Deficiency in the 

Inner City, 11 Geo. J. on Poverty L. & Pol’y 527 (Fall 2004) (on Canvas) 

 

Seok-Woo Kwon, Colleen Heflin and Martin Ruef, Community Social Capital and 

Entrepreneurship, 78 American Sociological Review, No. 6, 980 (2013) (on Canvas) 

 

3:15-5:15pm – Class Session 

 Continued discussion of social capital and inner city entrepreneurs (Prof. Dana 

Thompson) 

 Best practices in entrepreneurship social capital (Prof. Jim Price) 

 Assimilating lessons learned (interactive class discussion) 

 

5:30-6:30pm – Lab 

  

Wed. Feb. 7 

Readings: 

 

Field Trip:   TechTown, Detroit (https://techtowndetroit.org/) 

 

Wed. Feb. 14 

Readings: 

 

3:15-4:15pm – Class Session 

 Assimilating lessons learned from field trips (interactive class discussion) 

 Open discussion of project ideas 

 

4:30-6:30pm – Lab 

 

  

http://www.swsol.org/
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Wed. Feb 21 

Readings: 

 

3:15-4:45pm – Class Session 

 Communication techniques (Prof. Patrick Berry) 

 Assimilating lessons learned (interactive class discussion) 

 Open discussion of project ideas 

 

5:00-6:00 – Lab 

 

6:00-6:30pm – Mid-semester course evaluations (Dr. Deborah Meizlish, CRLT) 

 

 

WINTER RECESS – Feb. 24 – Mar. 4 

 

 

Wed. Mar. 7 

3:15 – 6:30pm – Mid-Project Review Session 

 Teams present their current “working hypothesis” to panel of outside judges 

 Feedback and discussion  

 

Wed. Mar. 14 

3:15 – 4:15pm – Lab 

 

4:30 – 6:30pm – Class Session 

 Guest discussion leader (TBD) 

 Assimilating lessons learned (interactive class discussion) 

 

Wed. Mar. 21 

3:15 – 4:15pm – Lab 

 

4:30 – 6:30pm – Class Session 

 Guest discussion leader (TBD) 

 Assimilating lessons learned (interactive class discussion) 

 

Wed. Mar. 28 

3:15 – 4:15pm – Lab 

 

4:30 – 6:30pm – Class Session 

 Guest discussion leader (TBD) 

 Assimilating lessons learned (interactive class discussion) 
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Wed. Apr. 4 

3:15 – 4:15pm – Lab 

 

4:30 – 6:30pm – Class Session 

 Guest discussion leader (TBD) 

 Assimilating lessons learned (interactive class discussion) 

 

Wed. Apr. 11 

3:15 – 6:30pm – Lab 

 With professors in an advisory role, teams work on final preparation for final 

presentations 

 Dry run and constructive group feedback 

 

Wed. Apr. 18 

3:15 – 6:30pm – Final Class Session 

 Teams present their project and recommendations to panel of outside judges 

 Feedback and discussion 

 Final course wrap-up  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


